Subject Index - W

Wabash River, levee on, building, 38: 196, 1504
Wagon Wheel Gap, Colo., experimental station at, Frankenfield on, 38: 1453-54
War, meteorology, during and after, Lyons on, 47: 81-83
  , operations in, effect of weather on, bibliography of, 47: 84-85
  , relation between, and Weather Bureau, 45: 411-12
Warm-front, occlusion of, analysis of, Wexler on, 63: 213-21
Warm wave,  See:  Heat
Water, atmospheric,  See:  Vapor, aqueous
  , cloud, measurement of, Richardson on, 48: 334
  , contiguous areas of, and land, effect of, on wind direction, 34: 410-13
  , distribution of, and land, relation between, and range of air temperature, 36: 370-71
  , duty of, Fellows on, 38: 1575-76
  , equivalent of, in snowfall, 29: 219
  , evaporation of,  See:  Evaporation
  , freezing of, abnormal, Marvin on, 33: 156-57
  , freezing point of, in altitude, determining, method of, Brennan on, 59: 75
  , freezing point of, in altitude, determining, method of, Brennan’s, Angstrom on, 59: 234
  , glacier, use of, for city water supply, 54: 61
  , ground, movement of, effect of forest on, Bode on, 48: 657-58
  , ground, Pomperaug Basin, Conn., Meinzer and Stearns on, 57: 341-43
  , high, effect of winds on, 21: 297-98; 22: 372
  , hot, use of, as frost protection, 28: 110
  , measurements of, for irrigation, 25: 208-09, 545
  , New Jersey coast, cold, July 7, 1929, Brooks on, 59: 202
  , radium emanation from, release of, at different temperatures, Moran on, 45: 443
  , sea,  See:  Sea-water
  , shore, cold, effect of winds on, Brooks on, 48: 352-53
  , spring, flow of, in Autumn, increased, 32: 176-77
  , spring, flow of, after killing frost, 32: 23
  , surfaces of, heating and cooling of, McEwen on, 56: 398-99
  , Trinity river, lower, conservation of, Porter on, [il]. 38: 1241-42
  , undercooled, crystallization of, Weinberg on, [il]. 38: 1241-42
  , vaporization of, heat of, redetermination of, Mathews on, 46: 180
Water levels, movements of, as indicator of forest fire weather, Thompson on, 55: 326
  , Sweden, forecasting, long-range, twelve years of, Wallen on, 55: 233-35
Water power, Broad river, development of, 38: 347-48
  , Colorado, resources of, Freeman on, 38: 925-26
  , Des Moines, Iowa, development of, 38: 347-48
  , Dix river, Ky., 37: 865
  , Escanaba river, Jakl on, 40: 1497
  , Georgia, resources of, Herrmann on, [il]. 38: 1639-42, 1789-90
  , Nashville, Tenn., project for, 38: 1016
  , Porto Rico, Alexander on, 30: 522-23
  , Salt River Valley, Ariz., projects of, 38: 436-37
Savannah river, development of, Emigh on, 41: 1146
Wisconsin, development of, Bormann on, 41: 1020-23

Water resources, See: Water supply

Water supply, Athens, Greece, completion of, 57: 473
Berkeley, Cal., Reed and Loy on, 43: 35-39
California, forecasting, McAdie on, 41: 1092-93
California, Palmer on, 47: 311
Colorado valley, shortage in, July 1919, Brandenberg on, 47: 507
dependence of, on snowfall, 1900, 28: 493-99
Detroit, Mich., filtration of, weather as factor in, Hudgins on, 58: 354-62
forecasting, from depth of snow, McAdie on, 39: 445-47
Minnesota, Follansbee on, 39: 371-72
Ohio Valley, effect of 1930 drought on, Devereaux on, 58: 401
Oregon, central, cooperative investigations of, Stevens on, 38: 641-42
Oregon, development of, Whistler on, 39: 1432-34
Pathfinder dam, Wyo., [il], 38: 736-38
sources of, Sonderlegger on, 57: 369-74
Strawberry Creek, Berkeley, Cal., Reed and Loy on, 43: 35-39

Waterfall, electricity of, Lenard on, 43: 509-10

Waterspout, Sept. 13, 1876, New River, N.C., Sept. 1876: 8
May 22, 1884, Lake Ontario, 12: 135
July 25, 1884, near Toledo, O., Lake Erie, 12: 177
Nov. 29, 1896, New Orleans, La., 24: 399
April 9, 1897, Long Island, 25: 207
Feb. 10, 1898, 26: 67
June-July 1898, 26: 261
Aug. 13, 1898, Great Lakes, 26: 351, 364
Sept. 29, 1898, 26: 567
Dec. 9, 1898, San Diego, 26: 545-46
May 26, 1899, Key West, Fla., [il pl. I-II], 27: 351-52
Feb. 18, 1900, 28: 115
July 13, 1901, Maryland, Mayo on, 35: 14-15
Aug. 6, 1901, Norfolk, Va., 29: 372
April 4, 1902, Hatteras, 31: 225
Aug. 25, 1903, 31: 534
July 16, 1904, Tarrrtown, N. Y., [il], 34: 272-73
Feb. 11, 1907, Cuthbertson on, 35: 73-74
July 2, 1908, Beaufort, N. C., McGlone on, 36: 214-15
July 22-23, 1915, Cape San Lucas, Fisher on, 43: 550-51
Dec. 18, 1917, Rabat, Morocco, Peyrigneu on, 47: 727
Aug. 19, 1919, Lake Erie, 47: 566
Sept. 10, 1919, San Juan, P. R., Haines on, [il], 47: 727
Feb. 1920, southern California, coast, 48: 94
May 16, 1920, Adirondacks, 48: 351

pressure, Henry on, 27: 305-07

relation between, and winds, 33: 261-62

storm, Nov. 11-12, 1895, Sausalito, 23: 424-26

storm, definition of, 29: 460-63

storm, difference between, and tidal waves, 28: 154

storm, Great Lakes and ocean, 23: 341-43

storm, Gulf of Mexico, changes in, relation between, and movements of hurricanes, 48: 127-46

storm, Texas, 28: 381

tidal, See: Tidal waves

Weather, See also: 1. Climate 2. Meteorology

1682, Pennsylvania, 43: 507-09

1816, abnormalities of, causes of, Milham on, 52: 563-70

Summer 1816, cold, 23: 299

Jan. – June 1878, United States, 56: 18, 64, 109, 147, 189-90, 229

Oct. 1898, Malta, 26: 546

Dec. 1905, mild, 33: 544

Spring 1907, cold, Henry on, 35: 223-25

Jan. 1911, Fresno, Cal., Bonnett on, 39: 120
abnormality of, persistent, Reed on, 61: 109-12
America, comparison of, with European, 23: 56
August, indication of, by extreme July weather, 58: 332
August, Pacific coast, 27: 421
average, monthly statement of, 28: 342-43, 395, 430, 483, 538-39
Bangor, Me., May, 35: 221
Belgium, daily bulletin of, Jaumette on, 50: 92
Boise, Idaho, prediction of, from previous seasons, Carter on, 63: 59, 101
Boston, Mass., effect of, on evacuation, Lacy on, 36: 128-29
California, summer, effect of air-mass displacements on, Cook on, 62: 39-45
Canada, problems in, unsolved, 48: 163
changes in, comparison of, with sunspots, Huntington on, 46: 168-77
changes in, effect of, on disease, Weeks on, 49: 155
changes in, effect of sun and ocean on, Gregory on, 48: 265-66
changes in, Newcomb on, 29: 377; 30: 127-29
changes in, relation between, and central Ohio fog, Martin on, 47: 471-72
changes in, relation between, and clouds, 26: 106-07
Cincinnati, O., 130 years, Devereaux on, 47: 480-86
classification of, according to human comfort, Donnelly on, 53: 425-26
cold, Spring 1907, Henry on, 35: 223-25
cold Spring 1917, Day on, 45: 285-89
cold, areas of, relation of, to inversions of vertical gradient of temperature, 37: 191-93
cold, areas of, widespread, 27: 257
cold, blessings of, 27: 63
cold, effect of, on plant growth, Coville on, 48: 643-44
cold, computing cotton crop from, Kincer on, 49: 295-99
cold, control of, artificial, Shaw on, 49: 244-46
cold, control of pneumonia and influenza by, Huntington on, 48: 501-07
cold, course of, in day, Kassner on, 52: 101-02
cold, cycle of, forecasting of, in farmers’ almanacs, 31: 138-40
cold, cycle of, Gregory on, 58: 483-90
cold, cycle of, Marvin on, 58: 490-93
cold, cycle of, monthly, Koppen on, 43: 179-81
cold, cycle of, twenty-eight months, systematically varying, Clough on, 52: 421-41
cold, cycle of, two-and-a-half year, relation between, and sunspots, Clough on, 52: 38-39
cold, daily, showing, graphical method of, Quayle on, 44: 460
cold, Detroit, Mich., factor of, in water supply filtration, Hudgens on, 58: 354-62
cold, difference between, and climate, 27: 62
cold, distant, correlation of, 28: 554-56
cold, Dodge, Kans., unusual, 33: 51-52, 156
cold, dry, persistence of, Newnham on, 44: 393
cold, earthquake, 46: 180-81
cold, effect of, on alfalfa seed growing in Utah, Alter on, 47: 330-32
cold, effect of, on apple yields, Mattice on, 55: 456-59; 59: 79-80
cold, effect of, on birds, 23: 212
cold, effect of, on boll weevil, Kincer on, 56: 301-04
The document contains a list of various topics and their associated effects or studies, along with references to the relevant papers or authors. Here is a structured representation of the text:

- Effect of moon on Cape Cod coast temperature, Tripp on, 55: 312-15
- Effect of on corn wilt, 51: 360-61
- Effect of on corn yield, in corn belt states, mathematical inquiry into, Wallace on, 48: 439-46
- Effect of on corn yield, Smith on, 42: 78-92
- Effect of on cotton fruiting, Ewing on, 48: 354
- Effect of on crops, 25: 211; 28: 397; 48: 446
- Effect of on crops, correlations of, statistical, Kincer and Mattice on, 56: 53-57
- Effect of on crops, in regions of scanty rainfall, Mattice on, 54: 336-41
- Effect of, on crops, Smith on, 50: 567-72
- Effect of on disease, Weeks on, 49: 155-56
- Effect of on high voltage insulators, 38: 284-85
- Effect of on human health, 48: 509
- Effect of on live stock industry, 27: 588-90
- Effect of on military operations, bibliography of, 47: 84-85
- Effect of on nitric and nitrous acids in rainfall near Melbourne, Austr., 43: 345-46
- Effect of on potato yield, Smith on, 43: 222-36
- Effect of on railroading, Burnham on, [il], 50: 1-7
- Effect of studies in, inductive, Dexter on, 31: 19-20
- Effect of on sugar cane in Louisiana, McDonald on, 54: 367-69
- Effect of on train loads, 30: 444
- Effect of on wheat crop, winter, Illinois, 1924, Root on, 52: 499
- Effect of on wheat crop, winter, Ohio, statistical study of, Blair on, 47: 841-47
- Effect of on wheat yield in Ford county, Kan., Koepe on, 62: 132-33
- Effect of on moon on, 31: 284, 43: 182
- Effect of on plants, Humphreys on, 42: 346-47
- Effect of on radio on, Humphreys on, 59: 309-10
- Exaggeration of by newspapers, 28: 557
- Fairmount, N. Y., record of, odd, 31: 425
- Finland, 1920, Davis on, 49: 89
- Fire, forecasting, Alexander on, 51: 561-63
- Fire, warnings of, Williams on, 44: 133-35
- Florida, June, 1912, Mitchell on, 40: 828
- Flying, Arizona, southern, Walton on, 59: 270-72
- Flying, Corpus Christi area, McAuliffe on, 59: 188-89
- Flying, southern plains states, Reihle on, 48: 627-32
- Forecasting, See: Forecasting
- Forest-fire, 1929, comparisons of, Keyser on, 58: 365-68
- Forest-fire, 1929, disastrous, Dague on, 58: 368-70
- Forest-fire, Aug. 1933, Tillamook, Ore., Dague on, 62: 227-31
- Forest-fire, Adirondacks, western, measurement and interpretation of, 60: 25
- Forest-fire, Alexander on, 51: 561-63; 58: 370-72
- Forest-fire, Appalachians, southern, McCarthy on, 51: 182-85
- Forest-fire, Beals on, 44: 135-38
- Forest-fire, forecasting, unit for, mobile, Gray on, 57: 377-78
...
relation between, and grain yield, Bogue on, 62: 334-37
relation between, and Gulf Stream, 35: 222
relation between, and halos, Martin on, 46: 119-20
relation between, and halos, Palmer on, 42: 446-51
relation between, and hay, New York State, Mattice on, 54: 461
relation between, and health, 43: 135-36
relation between, and honey production, Kenoyer on, 46: 78
relation between, and human physiology, Brezina and Schmidt on, 49: 293-94
relation between, and literature, Horton on, 48: 512-13
relation between, and moon, 26: 569; 29: 121-22, 315-16, 374-75
relation between, and moon, Meech on, 29: 372
relation between, and pear production, New York State, Mattice on, 62: 454
relation between, and plum fruitfulness, 48: 285
relation between, and plum fruitfulness, Dorsey on, 48: 464
relation between, and radiotransmission, Taylor on, 42: 211-14
relation between, and solar activity, Walker on, 54: 215
relation between, and stream flow, Brandenburg on, 34: 405-06
relation between, and stream flow for hydro-electric plants, Alter on, 47: 307-09
relation between, and sugar crop, 26: 412-13
relation between, and sunspots, 31: 424, 475-76, 55: 533
relation between, and sunspots, Bigelow on, 23: 91-92; 31: 474
relation between, and sunspots, Galveston, Tex., Tannehill on, 53: 221-22
relation between, and sunspots, Kimball on, 29: 248-49
relation between, and tea yield, 50: 197
relation between, and tree growth, Douglass on, 37: 225-37
relation between, and wheat yield, Argentine, Hessling on, 50: 302-08
relation between, and wheat yield, Manitoba, Connor on, 47: 848
relation between, and wheat yield, Punjab, Shaw on, 59: 120-21
relation between, and wireless audibility, Brunig on, 50: 634-38
reports of, by radio, from Caribbean Sea, 50: 428
reports of, by radio, on Great Lakes, 50: 90
reports of, by radio, on Pacific coast, 50: 26
reports of, by radio, from Pacific ocean, northeast, Hutchison on, 57: 334-36
reports of, by radio, ship program for, Calvert on, 59: 185-86
51: 530; 56: 18; 61: 142-43
reports of, by radio, twice daily, 56: 16-17
reports of, by radio, from United States to France, Calvert on, 51: 404-05
reports of, by teletype, to airports, 57: 103
spring, United States, eastern, relation between, and previous winter in Manitoba, 58: 246-47
Springfield, Mo., November, abnormalities of, Hazen on, 39: 1716
sunstroke, Aug. 1896, Phillips on, 24: 409-13
synopsis of, well-written, importance of, 33: 475-76
terrestrial forecasting, relation between, and solar constant, 53: 76-77
terrestrial, relation between, and solar activities, Marvin on, 47: 3-4
terrestrial, relation between, and solar disturbances, Huntington on, 46: 123-41, 168-77, 269-77

..., terrestrial, relation between, and solar radiation intensities, Marvin on, 51: 186-88

..., terrestrial, seven-year period in, correlation of, with solar activity, Clough on, 48: 593-96

..., Texas, southern, abnormal, Cline on, 34: 458-59

..., transatlantic, 28: 554

..., types of, classification of, 29: 548-49, 562-63

..., types of, classification of, Nichols on, 53: 431-34

..., types of, in climates of Mexico, Canal Zone, and Cuba, Switzer on, 53: 434-37

..., types of, composite and other arrangements of, 31: 68-70

..., types of, corresponding, systematic study of, 29: 546-47

..., types of, relation between, and pressure anomalies, Blair on, 61: 196-97


..., United States, eastern, Spring, relation between, and previous winter in Manitoba, 58: 246-47

..., United States, unseasonable, 30: 301-02

..., Utah, winter, signs of, Alter on, 47: 736-39

..., variations of, seasonal, correlation in, Walker on, 53: 252-54

..., visible, Pound on, 46: 166-67

..., warm, trends of, Mattice on, 58: 447-51

..., West Cummington, Mass., 31: 598-99

..., wet, persistence of, Newnham on, 44: 393

..., winter, Manitoba, relation between, and following spring in eastern United States, 58: 246-47

..., winter, signs of, in Utah, Alter on, 47: 736-39

..., world, 23: 337-38

..., world, records of, Clayton’s, 55: 328

..., world, records of, Clayton’s prototype of, 56: 16

..., world, relation of British winters to, Bliss on, 55: 79

..., world, Walker on, 53: 252-54; 56: 167-70

“Weather and the Airplane”, Bowie’s review of, 57: 298

Webs, spider, floating, 26: 566-67

Weights and measures, Porto Rican, 26: 567

Well, breathing, 43: 562

..., breathing, Red Bluff, Cal., 46: 141

..., breathing, relation between, and pressure changes, 44: 75-76

..., breathing, Simson on, 55: 24

..., effect of storms on, 28: 293

..., frozen, and ice caves, as meteorological phenomena, [il pl. I-III], 29: 366-71, 509-10

..., Kew Observatory, water level of, relation between, and barometric pressure, Bilham on, 46: 26

Wellman expedition, first, 26: 312-13

..., second, 27: 366

..., second, meteorology of, 26: 167-68, 414-15

West Indies, cruise in, summer, Ward on, 59: 331-39
West Umatilla River Water-Users’ Association, organization of, 37: 1132
Wetterschiessen, pamphlets relative to, 30: 33
Wettervorhersage, Georgii on, 52: 498-99
____, Langfrist, Beitrag zur, Groissmayr’s, 58: 294
Wheat, College Park, Md., relation of climate to, Sando on, 49: 301
____, scab of, relation between, and soil temperature, 49: 610
____, spring, Dakota, relation between, and temperature, Blair on, 43: 24-26
____, spring, relation between, and rainfall, Blair on, 41: 1515-17
____, winter, Illinois, effect of weather on, 1924, Root on, 52: 499
____, winter, Ohio, effect of snow on, Smith on, 47: 701-02
____, winter, Ohio, effect of weather on, statistical study of, Blair on, 47: 841-47
____, winter, yield of, relation between, and snowfall, Root on, 47: 700
____, winter, yield of, relation between, and weather, Manitoba, Connor on, 47: 848
____, yield of, effect of weather on, Ford county, Kan., Koepe on, 62: 132-33
____, yield of, relation between, and rainfall, autumnal, 33: 46-47
____, yield of, relation between, and rainfall, Henney on, 63: 185-87
____, yield of, relation between, and weather, Bogue on, 62: 334-37
____, yield of, relation between, and weather in Argentine, Hessling on, 50: 302-08
____, yield of, relation between, and weather in Punjab, Shaw on, 59: 120-21
____, yield of, Saskatchewan, southern, relation between, and tree growth, Powell on, 60: 220-21
Whirls, dust, and fairy dances, 27: 111
Whirlwinds, June 26, 1903, Monona county, Ia., 31: 282-83
____, Jan. 26, 1918, Pasadena, Cal., Carpenter on, 46: 178-79
____, April 7, 1926, oil-tank fire, San Luis Obispo, Cal., Hissong on, [il], 54: 161-63
____, New Brunswick, 28: 488-89
____, theory of, convection, 34: 164-65
____, vertical, action of horizontal air current on, 35: 168
“Why the Weather”, Brooks’ review of, 52: 451-52
Wind, See also: Breezes
____, Alaska, northern, upper-air, Aug. 1932 – Aug. 1933, Stevens on, 62: 244-47
____, Antarctic, warm, 34: 163
____, anticyclonic, use of, by spiders, Carpenter on, 38: 794
____, antitrade, presence of, in equatorial regions, Sarasola on, 51: 643-45
____, antitrade, Van Bemmelen on, 50: 90-92
____, Arizona, comparison of, with Japan, 23: 255
____, Atlanta, Ga., rain-bearing, Herrmann on, 53: 494-97
____, Atlantic, north, 47: 543
____, Atlantic, south, Aug. 1877: 12
____, Atlantic seaboard, velocity and movement of, peculiarities of, Trotter on, 48: 634-37
____, avalanche, Jan. 26, 1917, Juneau, Alaska, Summers on, 45: 114
____, backing, indicative of Maine weather, Jones on, 51: 264
____, ballistic, Tannehill on, 48: 288
____, Bayonne, free-air, Rouch on, 50: 244-45
____, belts of, earth’s, as factors of climate, Bonacina on, 49: 391-93
____, blowing of, Aschan on, 48: 40-41
____, Boston, and vicinity, McAdie on, 47: 576-77
____, California, southern, Young on, [il], 59: 380-83
____, California, upper-air, effect of mountain barriers on, Little on, 59: 376-80
____, California coast, middle and northern, Henry on, 54: 3-5
____, changes in, with altitude, in cyclones, Dietsch on, 48: 402
____, changes in, with altitude, diurnal, 46: 211
____, changes in, with altitude, Gregg on,
____, changes in, with altitude, Humphreys on, 43: 609; 44: 14-17
____, changes in, diurnal, with altitude, 46: 211
____, changes in, diurnal, causes of, Pemrter on, 42: 655-65
____, changes in, local, 47: 574-75
____, changes in, in lower atmosphere, on passage of high, Noll on, 47: 465
____, charts of, making, Meisinger on, 49: 238-39
____, China coast and Yangtse Valley, Gherzi’s paper on, Henry’s review of, 59: 278
____, Chinook, See: Chinook
____, circulation of, forecasting pressure areas by, 48: 221
____, cloud frequencies with, 47: 543
____, Columbia river gorge, easterly, 1930-31, Cameron on, 59: 411-13
____, competency of, in land depletion, Keyes on, 45: 57-58
____, component of, vertical, Dechevrens on, [il], 32: 118-21
____, convergence of, lines of, Bjerknes, application of, to development of secondary lows, 49: 11-12
____, course of, in day, Kassner on, 52: 101-02
____, currents of, effect of, on rainfall, Curtis on, 30: 234-36
____, damage by, legal decision as to, 32: 373-74
____, Deesa, India, observations of, Harwood on, 47: 856
____, desert, California, southern, Young on, [il], 59: 380-83
____, determining, at sea, tables for, 55: 23
____, direction of, at different altitudes around West India cyclones, 20: 50-51
____, direction of, effect of land and water on, 34: 410-13
____, direction of, relation between, and orientation of schoolhouses, Nunn on, 51: 125-27
____, direction of, relation between, and precipitation, Jakl on, 52: 18-22
____, direction of, relation between, and precipitation in central Ohio, Martin on, 47: 730-33
____, direction of, relation between, and rate of movement of anticyclones, Mitchell on, 50: 241-42
____, direction of, relation between, and temperature, Gregg on, 52: 1-18
____, distribution of, over earth, charts of, historical note on, 48: 408-11
____, drift of, relation between, and gypsy moth control work, 52: 109
____, dust-raising, Normand on, 50: 369
____, easterly, deep, Jan. 24-26, 1921, over Middle West, Samuels on, 49: 13-15
____, effect of, on air-mail route southward from Kansas City, Riley on, 54: 10-13
____, effect of, on aircraft, flying between New York and Chicago, Gregg and Van Zandt on, 52: 153-57
____, effect of, on airplane flights, Brooks on, [il], 47: 523-32
____, effect of, on airplane flights, Gregg and Van Zandt on, 51: 111-25
effect of, on airplane flights, Humphreys on, 52: 223
effect of, on airplane flights, Texas, Carlberk on, 48: 399-400
effect of, on balloons, 34: 414
effect of, on chimney draft, 23: 130-31
effect of, on epidemic, 23: 295-96
effect of, on Great Lakes, Hayford on, Henry’s review of, 50: 539-40
effect of, on human body, Normand on, 48: 279
effect of, on insect movements, Hurd on, 48: 94-98
effect of, on Lake Erie level, 28: 112-13
effect of, on lake level, 28: 203-05
effect of, in mountainous regions, French on, 59: 223-25
effect of, on pressure variations and wind velocity, 47: 735
effect of, on rainfall catch, 27: 308-10, 454-55, 464-68
effect of, on sand dunes, 29: 176-77
effect of, on sea level, 47: 105
effect of, on temperature, 22: 464
effect of, on trees, 32: 128-29
effect of, in voyage from Melbourne to Bunbury, 48: 100
effect of, on wind velocity, 47: 735
effect of location on, 33: 491-92
Eiffel Tower, speed of, variations of, simultaneous with temperature, Dongier on, 49: 158-59
etesian, Paraskevopoulos on, 50: 417-22
foehn, See: Foehn
force of, measurement of, 24: 335-36
force of, in tornadoes, 29: 419
forecasting of, for aerial navigation, 50: 26
Fort Smith, Ark., east, lifting effects of, Shipman on, 53: 536-39
gap, Juan de Fuca Strait, Reed on, 59: 373-76
geostrophic, approach to, laws of, Whipple on, 48: 469
geostrophic, North Atlantic, 47: 543
Great Lakes region, Henry on, 35: 516-20
Greenland, central, Brooks on, 51: 256-60
Guam, free-air, Beals on, 55: 222-26
Gulf of California, Stone on, 33: 154-55
gustiness of, indication of, by smoke, 46: 459-60
gustiness of, relation between, and ground surface temperatures, Robitzch on, 51: 406-07
gusts of, airplane landings in, Miller on, 59: 33-34
gusts of, descending, origin of, 25: 351, 447
gusts of, rhythmic, effect of, on level of Lake Erie, 28: 112-13
gusts of, structure of, Turner on, 46: 460
head, flight against, Wheaton’s, Warren on, 58: 118
high, in mountain valleys, 31: 18
high, records of, reliability of, 31: 476-77
Honolulu, free-air, Beals on, 55: 222-26
hot, April 6-7, 1919, Tampico, Mex., Grogan on, 47: 234
____, hot, Kansas, 25: 260-61
____, hot, Missouri, 25: 260
____, hot, relation between, and chinook, 22: 77
____, hot, Tampico, Mex., 48: 468
____, Houston, Tex., Dec. 18, 1918, observations of, Tannehill on, 46: 553
____, hurricane, effect of, on high waters, 22: 372
____, influence of, See: Wind, effect of,
____, Japan, comparison of, with Arizona, 23: 255
____, Juan de Fuca Strait, Reed on, 59: 373-76
____, Kansas, hot, 25: 260-61
____, Karachi, India, observations of, Harwood on, 47: 856
____, land, difference between, and sea, 34: 460-61
____, Lansing, Mich., free-air, average, Ray on, 50: 642-46; 53: 16-20
____, law of, Broun’s, 26: 264-66
____, local, similarity of, to tornadoes, 27: 312-13
____, March, Stockman on, 31: 223-25
____, March, Webber on, 31: 136-37
____, measurement of, 26: 358-59
____, measurement of, in lowest layers, Peppler on, 50: 146
____, Miami Beach, Fla., Sept. 17-18, 1926, velocity of, record of, interpretation of, Kadel on, 54: 414-16
____, Minnesota, movement of, 25: 252
____, Missouri, hot, 25: 260
____, Mount Tamalpais, Cal., direction of, relation between, and fog, Wright on, 44: 342-44
____, Mount Washington, Loomis on, June 1879: 13-14
____, movement of, aloft, stereoscopic representation of, [il], 47: 450-51
____, movement of, Minnesota, 25: 252
____, Nashville, Tenn., direction and velocity of, Nunn on, 52: 266-67
____, New Haven, Davis on, 30: 261-64
____, New Mexico, northwestern, diurnal, gradient in, 29: 299-300
____, New York, velocity and direction of, effects of erection of new buildings on, [il], 38: 1471-76
____, nomenclature of, Proctor on, 25: 54-55
____, northeast, depth of, Manning on, 45: 60
____, northeast, under-running, boundary between, and south wind, Brooks on, 48: 73
____, northeast component, January 27-31, 1920, observation of, Gottlich on, 48: 81-82
____, northwest, wave-raising power of, comparison of, with south winds, 48: 100-01, 147
____, observations of, Cave on, 42: 7-11
____, observations of, in large cities, accuracy of, Hellmann on, 48: 637
____, observations of, Sandstrom on, 43: 547-50
____, October, Atlantic coast, 31: 175-76
____, offshore, effect of, on cold water, Brooks on, 48: 352-53
____, Oklahoma, central, rain-bearing, Epperly on, 61: 269-71
____, Oklahoma, Riley on, 51: 448-55
____, origin of, Sandstrom on, 43: 161-63
____, orographic, effect of, on airplane gliding, 53: 222
Pacific coast, high, records of, [il], 31: 64-68, 227
Pacific coast, north, prevailing, Caswell on, 47: 855-56
Pacific coast, north, Wells on, 51: 522-25
Pacific coast, relation between, and currents, Marner on, 49: 574
Pacific Ocean, Beals on, 47: 804-05
Panama, Chapel on, 55: 519-30
Point Reyes light, June 1911, movement of, Jones on, 39: 933
pressure of, maximum, 28: 68
prevailing, comparison of, and resultant, 21: 365-67; 25: 400-01
prevailing, relation between, and city planning, Root on, 51: 309-10
Quebec, 33: 492
rain-bearing, Oklahoma, central, Epperly on, 61: 269-71
rain-bearing, western states, Reed on, 55: 228-33
reflection of, 22: 510-11
relation between, and gradient in lower layers of atmosphere, Brazier on, 47: 709
relation between, and pressure distribution, Jeffreys on, 47: 574
relation between, and pressure distribution, Shaw on, 47: 643-44
relation between, pressure-gradient, and friction, Akerblom on, 45: 455
relation between, and temperature, 29: 218
relation between, and temperature, moderate elevations above ground, Jakl on, [il], 47: 367-73
relation between, and temperature, Ohio, central, Martin on, 48: 85-86
relation between, temperature, and pressure, Gregg on, 48: 263
relation between, and waves, 33: 261-62
Reno, Nev., upper, Lowery on, 61: 171-73
resultant, annual, Davis on, 30: 519-22
resultant, calculation of, 27: 421-22
resultant, comparison of, and prevailing, 21: 365-67; 25: 400-01
resultant, determination of, mechanical, 25: 540
Ross sea, velocity of, Mossman on, 44: 113
Samoa, 1902-06, Tetens on, 37: 93-95
San Joaquin Valley, Cal., southern, southeasterly, Guthrie on, 62: 294-95
San Juan, P. R., free-air, Ray on, 59: 414-16
scale of, See: Wind-scale
sea, difference between, and land, 34: 460-61
sirocco, Palestine, southwestern, Georgii on, 48: 40
south, boundary between, and under-running northeast wind, Brooks on, 48: 73
south, at high altitudes, Lansing, Mich., during sleet storms, Andrus on, 48: 400-01
south, wave-raising power of, comparison of, with northwest winds, 48: 100-01, 147
stratification of, near thunderstorm, Warren on, 47: 395-96
stratosphere, circulation of, over Brazil, Serra on, 62: 164
stratosphere, Dobson on, 48: 11, 160-61
stratosphere, velocity of, Rouch on, 47: 575
structure of, over level country, Giblett’s memoir on, Grimminger’s review of, 60: 221-22
superhurricane, measurement of, during ice forming conditions, Pagliuca on, [il], 62: 186-89
__, surface, direction of, comparison of, with lower clouds, Hartwell on, 48: 632-33
__, surface, velocity of, correlation of, with free-air wind, Samuels on, 50: 83-89
__, synoptic, relation between, and rainfall, Clayton on, 44: 80-81
__, Syracuse, N.Y., mountain and valley, Clowes on, 47: 464
__, Tampico, Mex., hot, 47: 234; 48: 468
__, Tatoosh Island, Wash., easterly, violent, Mize on, 44: 352-54
__, Teneriffe, direction of, 54: 460
__, Texas, east, Riley on, 51: 448-55
__, Texas, monsoonal, so-called, Henry on, 52: 304-05
__, Texas coast, south, velocity of, relation between, and rain frequency, Tannehill on, 49: 498-99
__, theories of, history of, Woolard on, 49: 507-09
__, trade, June-July 1929, 57: 270
__, trade, Atlantic, north, relation between, and European temperature, Galle on, 44: 644
__, trade, Hawaii, Blair on, 51: 525-26
__, trade, Pacific, clash of, Brooks and Braby on, 49: 158
__, trade, Pacific, north, Beals on, [il], 55: 211-21
__, trade, Porto Rico, Fassig on, 39: 796-99
__, trade, relation between, and water level of northern European seas, 43: 341
__, trade, strength of, comparison of, 36: 371
__, turbulence of, daytime, in mountain valley, Varney on, 48: 336-37
__, United States, eastern, upper-air, Stevens on, Suppl. 35
__, United States, frequency resultant, charts of, monthly, Miller on, 55: 308-12
__, United States, prevailing, Ward on, 47: 575-76
__, United States, western, free-air, aspects of, Reed on, 61: 42-43
__, United States, western, middle, Jan. 24-26, 1921, deep easterly, Samuels on, 49: 13-15
__, United States, western, rain-bearing, Reed on, 55: 228-33
__, use of, as motive power for electrical generators, Carter on, 54: 374-76
__, variation of, See: Wind, changes in,
__, velocity of, 48: 41
__, velocity of, aloft, observations of, Dec. 16-17, 1919, Gregg on, 47: 853-54
__, velocity of, at altitudes, Marvin on, 59: 309
__, velocity of, at altitudes and exposures, 33: 153
__, velocity of, comparison of, with evaporation, Johnston on, 47: 30-33
__, velocity of, correlations of, and convective rains, Houston, Tex., Tannehill on, 49: 204-05
__, velocity of, correlations of, Miller on, 62: 402-04
__, velocity of, correlations of, Samuels on, 50: 83-89
__, velocity of, diminution of, with altitude, Baldit on, 47: 855
__, velocity of, diurnal, above Ostend and Brugge, Peppler on, 47: 708
__, velocity of, diurnal period of, 43: 58
__, velocity of, velocity of, effect of, on lower layers of atmosphere, Brazier on, 47: 708
__, velocity of, effect of vertical distribution of temperatures on, Brazier on, 47: 709
__, velocity of, increase of, with altitude, Humphreys on, 43: 609; 44: 14-17
__, velocity of, velocity of, indicator of, for use with Robinson anemometer, Kadel on, 44: 288
__, velocity of, Maurain on, 47: 809
velocity of, measurement of, early, 24: 459-60
velocity of, measurement of, Marvin on, [il], 17: 52-54
velocity of, measurement of, by observations of artificial clouds, Stewart on, 53: 165
velocity of, observations of, making upper-air pressure maps from, Meisinger on, 48: 697-701
velocity of, relation between, and altitude, formula for, 47: 707
velocity of, relation between, and altitude, Laska on, 47: 707-08
velocity of, relation between, and ocean waves, 32: 419-20
velocity of, relation between, and rate of movement of anticyclones, Mitchell on, 50: 241-42
velocity of, in stratosphere, Rouch on, 47: 575
velocity of, variations of, diurnal, in free-air, Rouch on, 47: 708-09
velocity of, variations of, effect of winds aloft on, 47: 735
warm, Antarctic regions, 34: 163
warm, descending, 23: 57
Weddell Sea, velocity of, Mossman on, 44: 113
work of, curious, 32: 230
Yosemite Valley, Matthes on, [il], 39: 1257-59
Wind-barometer table, Garriott on, 25: 204-05
Wind-roses, Oklahoma, 28: 21
paper for, preparation of, 42: 183
relation between, and rain frequency for April, Dunwoody on, 15: 118-19
United States, eastern, Stevens on, Suppl. 35
Wind-scale, Beaufort, 22: 175; 42: 231-32
Beaufort, Russian equivalent of, 43: 183
Beaufort, use of, by U.S. Weather Bureau, 53: 119-20
Beaufort, velocity equivalents of, Simpson on, 54: 298
Windmills, efficiency of, Archibald on, 25: 164-65
efficiency of, and farmers’ tools, 23: 131
Windstorm, Sept. 29, 1896, Hazen on, 24: 322-23
Jan. 31-Feb.1, 1898, 26: 3-4
Feb. 18-22, 1898, 26: 47-48
Jan. 6, 1903, South Dakota, 31: 22
May 5, 1908, Peoria, Ill., Seeley on, 36: 137
June 19, 1908, Ohio, Smith on, 36: 165-66
June 27, 1908, South Dakota, Glenn on, 36: 166
Aug. 12 and 17, 1908, Ohio, Smith on, 36: 409
Nov. 5-6, 1908, New Mexico and Oklahoma, 36: 409
March 25, 1909, South Carolina, 37: 111
April 1909, Ohio, 37: 150-51
March 29, 1910, northern Utah, 38: 445
Sept. 6, 1911, Springfield, Ill., Jensen on, 39: 1351
Sept. 13, 1911, Springfield, Ill., Root on, 39: 1351-52
Oct. 14, 1911, Indiana, Church on, 39: 1493-94
Feb. 20, 1912, Austin, Tex., Deussen on, 40: 254-55
Feb. 20-24, 1912, Point Reyes Light, Cal., Jones on, 40: 281
Circle, 1928-29, Europe, weather of, Exner on, 57: 498-99
Circle, 1929-30, France, cold, forecast of, 56: 417
Circle, 1932-33, Fairbanks, Alaska, Frost on, 61: 329-30
Circle, 1933-34, Pacific Northwest, fog preceding, November, Carpenter on, 62: 404-07
Circle, abnormal, series of, Blair on, 59: 175-81
Circle, British, relation between, and world weather, Bliss on, 55: 79
Circle, Canada, relation between, and summers in India, Groissmayr on, 57: 453-56
Circle, change of, Henry on, 26: 540-41
Circle, change from, to summer, 23: 130
Circle, classifying, method for, Angot on, 42: 625
Circle, cold, criteria of, Henry on, 53: 67-68
Circle, Europe, warm period of, Brooks on, 51: 29
Circle, Europe, western, Easton on, 56: 408-10
Circle, Germany, southern, since 1400, Maurer on, 52: 222
Circle, mild, Hellman on, 48: 102
Circle, New York City, Bird on, 48: 101-02
Circle, open, effect of, on plant life, 49: 20-21
Circle, Paris, classifying, Angot on, 42: 625
Circle, severe, benefits of, 27: 62,63
Circle, severe, equations representing, Baschin on, 48: 42
Circle, severe, Hellman on, 46: 330
Circle, severe, Siberia, warm and cold, effect of Gulf Stream on, 53: 165-66
Circle, signs of, in Utah, Alter on, 47: 736-39
Circle, stratus of, formation of, Manning on, 45: 60
Circle, Switzerland, since 1400, Maurer on, 52: 222
Circle, types of, on basis of five-day temperature means, Klengel on, 48: 102
Circle, United States, eastern, Humphreys on, 42: 672-75
Circle, United States, northeastern, sequence of, Brooks on, 49: 71-74
Circle, Washington, D.C., cold, relation between, and warm summers, 26: 456

Wire, irrigation by, Betts on, 27: 301-02
Wire, telegraph, humming of, 32: 230-31
Wire, use of, in kite flying, Fergusson on, 25: 135

Wireless, audibility of, relation of weather conditions to, Brunig on, 50: 634-38
Wool, yield of, effect of climate on, Argentina, Hoxmarks’s paper on, Diehl’s abstract of, 56: 60-61

“World Weather”, Walker and Bliss’s, part 3, review of, 56: 373
“World Weather Records”, Clayton’s, 55: 328
"Clayton’s", prototype of, 56: 16

World’s Fair, 1904, three meteorological exhibits at, [il], 32: 411-13
Worms, angle, effect of warm rains on, 27: 474-75